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Abstract: Considering precision agriculture, recent technological developments have sparked the
emergence of several new tools that can help to automate the agricultural process. For instance,
accurately detecting and counting apples in orchards is essential for maximizing harvests and ensur-
ing effective resource management. However, there are several intrinsic difficulties with traditional
techniques for identifying and counting apples in orchards. To identify, recognize, and detect apples,
apple target detection algorithms, such as YOLOv7, have shown a great deal of reflection and accuracy.
But occlusions, electrical wiring, branches, and overlapping pose severe issues for precisely detecting
apples. Thus, to overcome these issues and accurately recognize apples and find the depth of apples
from drone-based videos in complicated backdrops, our proposed model combines a multi-head
attention system with the YOLOv7 object identification framework. Furthermore, we provide the
ByteTrack method for apple counting in real time, which guarantees effective monitoring of apples.
To verify the efficacy of our suggested model, a thorough comparison assessment is performed with
several current apple detection and counting techniques. The outcomes adequately proved the effec-
tiveness of our strategy, which continuously surpassed competing methods to achieve exceptional
accuracies of 0.92, 0.96, and 0.95 with respect to precision, recall, and F1 score, and a low MAPE of
0.027, respectively.

Keywords: apple detection; depth estimation; multi-head attention mechanism; ByteTrack

1. Introduction

Apples are a major agricultural export across the world, contributing significantly
to agricultural economic growth. Recently, computer vision-based systems have been
employed in a wide range of applications, including biomedical [1,2], remote sensing,
agricultural and farming monitoring, multimedia, and so on. The study’s purpose is to
develop a deep learning-based technology for agricultural automation. However, experi-
enced farmers continue to be the driving force behind agricultural production. Manual
labor wastes time and raises production costs, and workers with insufficient expertise
and experience are prone to errors [3]. The advent of smart agriculture has fueled the
integration of intelligence in orchards, which has emerged as a critical aspect in obtaining
exact product information [4]. A visual system with automatic recognition based on sup-
port vector machine was proposed to identify fruit in orchards for autonomous growth
evaluation, robotic harvesting, and yield calculation [5,6]. The vision system controlled the
end result of the robot collecting apples from trees by identifying and localizing the apples.
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As a result, detecting and tracking of apples is a critical challenge for these applications.
Conversely, effectively recognizing fruits in natural situations poses substantial hurdles.
Fruit detection can be inaccurate due to factors such as changing lighting conditions, over-
lapping shading, and similarities between distant little fruits and the backdrop. Many
overlapping occlusions, leaf occlusions, branch occlusions, and other issues have also been
identified, resulting in fruit target identification challenges that make fruits difficult to
detect, recognize, and identify with high accuracy. The data collection of apples from farm
fields is rather complex, as shown in Figure 1a–d.
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wire; (d) Overlapping or bunched fruits.

In images, objects may overlap or be placed close together, with one object partially
concealing the other. Obscured objects cannot be completely identified or annotated if
occlusion is not handled correctly. Smaller or thinner objects, which have more of their
surface area blocked, are more severely affected by occlusion. The concrete way of handling
the problem would be to label the occlusion at the bounding box level to instruct the model
as to which areas of an item are hidden. Thus, when producing a detection prediction, the
model can then factor out the obscured characteristics. Also, image segmentation masks,
bounding box overlays, and other techniques can be used to artificially occlude dataset
objects. This demonstrates to the model how various items seem while partially obscured.
The likelihood of missing or incorrectly packaging or labeling these difficult-to-see items
is higher. Predicting the apple yield for a specific crop is a challenging task. For instance,
an existing method for optimal thresholding for automatic recognition of apple fruits [7]
claims that a low threshold of 0.2 has an extremely high recall. We face the possibility of
obtaining too many false positives, which is the drawback. Similarly, according to Bin
Yan et al. [8], a model will be extremely accurate with a threshold of 0.8, but the number
of unrecognized apples will significantly increase. The most logical starting point would
seem to be a threshold of 0.5 [9]. The detection of unidentified apples is much better with
a confidence threshold of 0.5. The traditional methods are dedicated to the maturity of
apples analyzed by the shape, size, and color of the apples [10,11] before detection and
harvesting. Bulanon et al. [12] used threshold segmentation to improve the color difference
of the red channel of the apple picture and extract the apple fruit target. The processing
recognition rate reached 88.0%; however, it was only 18.0% in the backlight environment.
Tian et al. [13] suggested a localization strategy based on depth information in pictures
to determine the circular center, match the shape, and increase identification accuracy
to 96.61%.

According to Lei Hu et al. [14], their proposed model offers an enhanced YOLOv5
algorithm for mature apple target detection in challenging situations. To improve accuracy
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and efficiency, it includes an adaptive scaling mechanism and a position focus loss function.
To categorize and correlate the apple targets, the method uses the concept of feature
information extraction and employs the position focal loss function. This helps to prevent
feature information loss while also improving the algorithm’s accuracy and efficiency.
The new algorithm displays an 8.1% improvement in accuracy and 3.9 frames per second
increase in pattern recognition speed through experimental examination of apple target
feature data under varied conditions. The suggested method provides a solution for
effectively detecting and locating ripe apples in complicated surroundings, which is useful
for apple-picking robots and other applications. In spite of this, the study does not go
into great depth about the adaptive scaling technique and position focus loss function
employed in the enhanced YOLOv5 method. The report does not specify which complicated
contexts were used to test and assess the new technique, nor does it compare the enhanced
algorithm’s performance to that of other current methods for detecting targets under
challenging situations.

The work proposed by Jiuxin et al. [15] on apple-picking robots provides a quick
technique for apple recognition and processing based on a modified version of the YOLOv5
algorithm. The enhanced model is easier to migrate and apply to hardware devices since it
is smaller (57% smaller) and faster (27.6% faster) at processing data. The target association
identification method increases efficiency by cutting the model selection process processing
time by 89%. When compared to previous deep networks, the enhanced YOLOv5 model
performs more quickly and accurately, making it a useful tool for apple recognition [16].

The lightweight MobileNetv2 network uses the inverted residual convolution module
in place of the YOLOv5 backbone standard convolution module. The least-squares method
is used to fix the model’s inaccurate data output findings, making it better suited for
distinguishing different apple forms. The approach of target association recognition is
introduced when developing multi-target picking pathways according to the correlation
among the confidence levels of the recognized targets. These methods are combined to
enhance YOLOv5s, the model size is reduced, and the detection speed is increased, making
it easy to migrate to and use in hardware devices. The suggested path planning method,
which is based on the enhanced YOLOv5 model, lowers computation costs and successfully
addresses the issues of processing massive volumes of information and repeating processing
that arise throughout the apple picking activity. The target recognition information can be
further utilized to provide suggestions for obstacle avoidance in the apple picking process.

An automated vision system was created employing stereo cameras synced to a cus-
tomized LED strobe for on-tree measuring of apples in photos using excellent measurement
precision [17]. Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN, two deep neural network models, were
trained to find fruit candidates for size and extrapolate obscured fruit sections to enhance
size estimation. The stereo cameras’ spatial resolution and depth data were used to trans-
late the segmented fruit shapes into metric specific surface areas and diameters. The
camera system was used in monthly field tests from June to October to measure fruit size
in the range of 22 to 82 mm and compare them to ground truth diameters. To determine
the effect of fruit form on size estimation using images, a laboratory setting experiment
was carried out. The 2D surface of an apple in an image, calculated in metric units that
used the camera system, was used to describe fruit shape. In the experiment, altogether
100 apples (50 “Candy Crisp” and 50 “Rome”) were imaged in various orientations to
mimic field settings. In an analysis of the link between focal length, camera field-of-view,
and size accuracy, it was discovered that increasing the distance from the tree reduced the
pixel count and size accuracy. The imaging system delivered accurate measurements of
fruit size and weight, as demonstrated by in-field comparisons of the readings with ground
truth data. The study also included details on the dates and types of data acquired during
the field experiment, including monthly image capture, ground truth size measurements,
and fruit weight records. However, for fruit recognition and occlusion handling, the study
used a specific pair of models of deep neural networks (Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN),
and the effectiveness of other models or techniques was not examined, similar to the few
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traditional works on apple fields [18,19]. The use of stereo vision and machine learning
in agricultural imagery may have drawbacks or difficulties, which include issues with
illumination, image quality, and processing needs.

The YOLOv7-tiny-Apple model, which has been proposed as a lightweight small-
target apple recognition and counting tool, can be used for autonomous orchard manage-
ment, assisting in real-time apple detection and more efficient orchard management by
identifying and counting apples [20]. The model provides theoretical support for devel-
oping apple identification and counting models by providing new insights on hardware
installations and orchard yield estimation. It may be used in orchard management in real
time to improve labor efficiency, product quality, and agricultural operational efficiency.
The work makes use of the publicly available MinneApple dataset, which has been pro-
cessed to create a collection of photos with diverse weather conditions, such as scenarios
with fog and rain. The suggested detection algorithm is built on the updated YOLOv7-tiny
model, which includes skip connections to shallower features, P2BiFPN for multi-scale
feature fusion [21], and a lightweight ULSAM attention mechanism to minimize the loss
of small target features. The suggested model, YOLOv7-tiny-Apple, demonstrated better
detection accuracy with a mean average precision (mAP) of 80.4%, as well as a loss rate of
0.0316, which was 5.5% higher than the baseline model. The mean absolute error (MAE)
was 2.737 and the root mean square error (RMSE) was 4.220 in terms of counts [22], which
were 5.69% and 8.97% less than the original model, respectively. The amount of equipment
needed was decreased by 15.81% due to the smaller size of the model. The suggested model
showed improved generalization and resilience, making it appropriate for tiny target apple
detection in a natural context with complicated backdrops and shifting weather conditions.
The model needs to improve technological monitoring and management of smart orchards,
lightweight optimization, greater detection accuracy, and mobile device deployment.

However, the efficacy of all of these systems is compromised due to backdrop com-
plexity, motion blurriness, poor light, obstacle avoidance, and other factors. In this work,
we propose a novel deep learning strategy based on the YOLOv7 model to address these
concerns. In addition to this design, we have included a multi-head attention mechanism
(MAM) technique to deal with size changes and predict the depth of apples in the or-
chard field. The following are the primary innovations and authors contributions of the
proposed approach:

• To make our training dataset more effective, we included an attribute augmentation
approach to offset the issue of contextual data loss and a feature improvement model
that would enhance the representation of features and speed up inference.

• The YOLOv7 model is implemented on the augmented data for apple detection in live
apple orchard fields.

• A multi-head attention mechanism is integrated with YOLOv7 to compute the depth
of apples.

• The apples are tracked and counted using an enhanced ByteTrack technique.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the proposed system in
which data acquisition and data augmentation are applied on the dataset of apples to
eliminate various factors of external sources that will affect the accuracy of the model.
The detection of apples is dealt with by the improved YOLOv7 on the pre-processed data
after data augmentation. A multi-head attention mechanism is applied to YOLOv7 to
find the depth of apples along with the detection accuracy. Collaborating with these, the
ByteTrack approach is finally used to track and count the number of apples. Section 3
presents the experimental results of the proposed methodology and a comparative analysis
to demonstrate the robustness of the suggested method in comparison to standard object
detection techniques. Section 4 clarifies the discussion of the methodologies and results
obtained. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion and future potential of this seamless apple
detecting and counting approach. By combining these elements, a complete system that
can track and identify apples and comprehend the distance between apples and drones is
obtained, opening up a valuable application.
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2. Proposed Methodology

The recommended approach deals with a complete introspection of apple detection,
finding the depth of apples and finally tracking and counting of the number of apples by
the drone based on live apple orchard videos.

2.1. Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing

For the drone-cantered apple identification structure to be trained and evaluated, a
refined custom dataset is required. The preparation process for data acquisition plays a
vital role in the overall accuracy of the model. Reflex, stereo cameras, and a drone were
used to gather the data on two distinct fields. The data collection was carried out in Val
di Non in Trento, Italy, where the apple fields are situated, as shown in Figure 2a,b. The
photos and videos were taken between the plants at a distance of 30 and 60 cm. The data
were collected by the drone on a day in September with a variety of weather conditions, as
shown in Figure 2c,d. There were no additional lights or artificial lighting used during the
flight. The drone settings were processed via the rtmp protocol, which connects the camera
to the drone’s backend storage. It has an interference-free maximum transmission range of
80 m and height of 50 m.
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A DJI Mavic mini 3 drone and a Stereo Labs ZED 2iw Polarizing Filter were used. It
has a 249 g ultra-light option and 5-kilometre HD video transmission, and it can record
high-resolution drone videos. The drone has GPS-precise hover and a vision sensor. With
streamlined recording and editing, the three-axis Gimbal 2688 × 1520 resolution camera
provides a detailed image. The camera’s field of vision is 44◦ in the vertical and 81◦ in
the depth. To confirm the robustness of the model, additional material included different
lighting situations, angles, and orchard layouts.

(a) Annotations: A fraction of the image are captioned by labeling the apples for each
frame of the 10 GB entire footage, which is divided into many frames. Each apple has
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a bounding box drawn around it, and the depth labels indicate how close it is to the
drone. The dataset is particularly confined to apples that are ready to harvest, and the
immature apples are curtailed during the first labeling effort. As a result, our trained
method will be able to distinguish only mature apples under varied environmental
conditions. The ground truth data from the annotations are used to train and test the
model’s accuracy.

(b) Dataset classification: A training dataset, a testing set, and a validation dataset are
created from the full dataset. A considerable portion of the images are from the
training set, while only 30% and 10% of the images are from the testing and validation
sets, respectively. The testing set evaluates the trained model’s performance.

2.2. Data Agumentations

In computer vision applications, data augmentation [23] is a critical part since many
elements must be taken into account when the data collected are affected by external
sources. We noticed that the distance between the camera and the trees fluctuated during
the process since several apple images were relatively small while others were pretty large.
There was a significant asymmetry in the original data. Also, applications that operate
in real time suffered from this sort of input data uncertainty. Hence, training with this
type of unbalanced data may result in over-fitting and reduce detection accuracy. In a
similar way, the apple image data collection mechanism faces same issues during image
capture. As a result, data augmentation becomes an essential duty in these sorts of tasks
where object sizes differ often. Hence, the following augmentation approaches were taken
into consideration:

Image radiance: In order to match the actual low light and bad illumination circum-
stances, the brightness is alternately increased and decreased. With the function “hsv2rgb”,
the image is first converted to HSV and then to RGB.

Flipping of Image: To help the image classifier recognize apples in various situations,
the vertical as well as horizontal pixels are mirrored.

Rotating the image: When the capturing angle is constrained, the drone angle is not
fixed. So the model needs to be trained to be capable of capturing and identifying the apple
from a variety of perspectives.

Image blur: The drone moves at various speeds, and the video frequently records
ambiguous information. The model can be trained using blurry images to help with
accurate detection standards.

Noisy image: Images are subjected to a standard 0.02 of Gaussian variance [24,25].
High heat and electronic circuit noise may be produced by the drone. By utilizing Gaussian
noise, this process would assist in creating a model of human motion with human qualities.

The cautiously improved dataset serves as the foundation for developing and testing
the suggested drone-based apple recognition system. It consists of annotated drone-taken
images of apples with corresponding depth labels.

2.3. YOLOv7 Architecture

The YOLOv7 model is a current-time object identification system for detecting apples
in pictures or videos. YOLOv7 is an improved variation of the popular You Only Look
Once (YOLO) approach, which estimates box boundaries and probabilities of classes for
each object in a picture [26–28]. The YOLOv7 algorithm provides the best accuracy of any
real-time object identification model while maintaining 30 frames per second or more. It
uses far less hardware than conventional neural networks and therefore can be trained
considerably more quickly on tiny datasets with no pre-learned weights. Researchers
have presented many approaches for detecting apples utilizing the YOLOv7 model. One
study, for example, developed a better method built on the YOLOv7 model to solve the
poor performance of apple fruit detection due to the complex backdrop and occluded
apple fruit. Other research employed an updated YOLOv7 framework and multi-object
tracking algorithms to recognize and count apples in apple orchards [29,30]. The approach
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dealt with transformers to determine apple ripeness from digitized photos of several
apple varieties.

In general, the YOLOv7 algorithm provides a robust tool for identifying apples in
various contexts, and researchers are always looking for new ways to increase its precision
as well as efficacy. The model design as well as the training method were optimized
using YOLOv7. In model architecture, YOLOv7 provides an expanded, adequate layers
aggregation network and scaling model skills. During the training phase, YOLOv7 replaces
the original module with model re-parameterized skills and employs a dynamic label
assignment technique to apply labels to distinct output layers. The standard YOLOv7
model’s architecture for detection of apples involves basic components such as the inputs,
backbone, neck, detection heads, and prediction output, as shown in Figure 3.
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The initial process in the procedure is to analyze the input image, which comprises
different variants of apples images that need to be identified. The selection of a proper
backbone network is essential for apple detection. The backbone network passes the input
image through a number of convolutional layers. Specific filters are applied with the
help of the convolution layer to the source images to capture varied features at diverse
spatial resolutions. For object boundary detection, the network will first learn to recognize
basic features like edges and colors in the first layers. The hierarchical feature learning
is processed by the backbone network deeper layers by picking up on more complicated
and abstract properties. At these deeper layers, features like texture, patterns, and ob-
ject portions are learned, enabling the network to comprehend the fine details of apples.
Higher-level semantic characteristics are extracted as the image is being processed through
the backbone.

To identify apples from other items, these traits encode characteristics about object
shape. One of the best features of the backbone is that it is made to be resistant to variations
in scale and rotation. As a result, the network is able to recognize apples in the input
image regardless of their dimension or orientation. The backbone network produces
feature maps that spatially map the learned features on the image. Subsequent layers
use these feature maps, which are packed with data about the input apple images, to
detect objects. The network neck receives the feature maps that were retrieved from the
backbone. The neck further enhances these features, frequently forming a feature pyramid
that aids in the detection of objects of various sizes. The detection head processes the feature
maps at the end and predicts the bounding box dimensions and class probabilities for the
discovered apples.

The neck’s role is to build a pyramid structure in which lower-resolution maps are
obtained from higher-resolution ones (having finer information). As apples can exist
in images in a variety of sizes, their pyramidal structure is crucial. The network can
efficiently detect both large and small apples since it has features at many scales. Further
feature fusion aids in capturing contextual data for apple detection. For instance, it enables
the network to recognize how an apple interacts with its environment, facilitating precise
detection. The neck also deals with the contextual information. Apples can be distinguished
from other items and backgrounds using contextual information [31]. As an illustration,
the existence of leaves, branches, or specific colors around an apple can serve as helpful
detection cues. The neck network improves the semantic understanding by recognizing
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the whole shape of apple roundness and other unique structural properties. The enhanced
and refined attributes from the neck are then handed to the head. These characteristics are
used by the detection head to forecast apple-specific bounding box dimensions and class
probabilities. The information from the neck is essential for the detection head to accurately
estimate the location of the apples in the input image. Accuracy, real-time performance,
good recognition efficiency, scalability, and effective hardware utilization are just a few
benefits of using YOLOv7 to detect apples. Because of these benefits, YOLOv7 is a good
choice for apple detection in a variety of applications, including monitoring systems and
automated vehicles.

2.4. Improved YOLOv7 Architecture with Multi-Head Attention Mechanism

The improved YOLOv7 architecture in this section deals with the integration of the
multi-head attention mechanism aimed at apple detection [32]. The modified framework
accurately predicts the depth of apples and their confined features. The architecture
diagram shown in Figure 4 depicts the addition of the multi-head attention mechanism
within the framework of YOLOv7.
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In the architecture, the CBS layer performs the convolution, normalization of batches,
and SiLU activation operations, which is the fundamental convolutional unit in the back-
bone. The feature map output of the ELAN (efficient layer aggregation network) layer is
divided into three sections and is composed of several CBS structures. Here, the channel di-
vides the feature map into two equal groups. The initial group then applies five convolution
processes to produce the first component, the second group applies one convolution process
to obtain the second one, and the third part is made up of the outputs of the first group’s
first convolution and third convolution. The feature map is divided into two groups by the
MP (Max Pool) layer. Maximum pooling is used by the first group to extract more crucial
information, and convolution is used by the second group to extract feature information.
The outcome is finally obtained by joining two groups [33]. The CSPNet (convolutional
spatial pyramid) including an SPP (spatial pyramid pooling) block makes up the SPPCSPC
(spatial pyramid pooling and convolutional spatial pyramid pooling) layer. The CSPNet
is a particular kind of network that incorporates data from several scales and resolutions
to increase the detection precision. Spatial pyramid pooling, a technique used by the
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SPP block to gather more contextual data, involves combining characteristics at several
measures. The REP layer is a revolutionary idea that uses structural re-parameterization
to modify the framework in inference to enhance the model performance. The REP layer
can obtain the output of the feature map in three sections during training. Convolution
and batch normalization are implemented in the first and second phases and only batch
normalization is implemented in the third phase Structural re-parameterization uses less
computational power, and model performance is enhanced as REP inference only keeps
the second portion of the structure.

Multi-Head Attention Mechanism

In the real-world scenario, tasks capturing long range dependencies and their respec-
tive contextual data often become crucial. So, integrating the YOLOv7 model, as shown in
Figure 5, with the multi-head attention mechanism offers a great advantage to deal with
such problems. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that have undergone prior training
can extract feature maps from input images. As an attention mechanism is incapable of
identifying the spatial relationships between pixels, positional encoding must be added to
the feature maps to provide the details about the positions of the image core components.
Techniques like 1 × 1 convolutions can be used to lower the dimensionality of the features.
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The stereo cameras used in this work can capture high-resolution 3D video footage of
apple orchards and determine depth by comparing the pixel displacement among the left
and right pictures. Their two eyes are spaced 6 to 12 cm apart [34,35]. For every pixel (X,
Y) in the picture, the ZED’s depth maps record a distance value (Z). Measuring from the
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rear of the camera’s left eye to the scene object, the distance is given in metric units (meters,
for example). The ZED’s default depth-detecting mode is called standard. The standard
mode operates more quickly while maintaining distance metrics and shapes. We used
the ValidMeasure function to determine valid depth data. Additionally, the ultra-depth
mode provides computer vision-based techniques with the widest depth range and the best
retained Z-accuracy across the sensing range. A feature called depth stabilization merges
and filters the depth maps over many frames in a temporal manner. This makes it possible
to reduce jitter and enhance the accuracy of depth on stationary objects like apples. By
utilizing the ZED SDK’s positional tracking feature, depth stabilization is still effective
despite the fact that the camera is moving. To prevent merging the depth of dynamic
regions, it may also identify moving objects. The depth resolution of a stereo camera
varies across its range, and the formula Dr = Zˆ2*α describes how stereo vision employs
triangulation to infer depth from a disparity image, where Dr is the depth resolution, Z
is the distance, and α is a constant. The ZED SDK and accompanying tools are the only
programs that can read the proprietary SVO file format. Together with metadata like
timestamps and IMU (inertial measurement unit) data, it includes the camera’s raw photos.
Multiple file types can be created from SVO files for applications elsewhere. SVO may be
exported into several formats using the sample ZED_SVO_Export SDK.

The source feature maps are linearly altered into several sets of queries, keys, and
values. The input data maps are captured in a variety of ways by separately calculating
the scaled dot-product attention scores. A residual connection is added from the input to
the output of the multi-head attention. Also, a layer normalization is applied to make the
training process more stable and efficient. After multi-head attention, the feature maps
are trained over position-wise feed-forward neural networks. ReLU (rectified linear unit)
activations and fully connected layers make up these networks. The network can more
successfully capture the apples of different sizes because of multi-scale feature fusion. The
detecting head predicts object class probability, bounding box coordinates, and other data
required for object detection. Non-maximum suppression (NMS) is applied to exclude
repetitive detections and choose the most certain predictions [36,37]. The model gains the
ability to identify apples, forecast the bounding boxes, allocate class probabilities, and
calculate their depths by minimizing the gap between estimated parameters as well as the
ground truth labels.

The multi-head attention model is made up of the three components, query, key, and
value, as shown in Figure 6. These components allow the model to concentrate on different
input locations and collect relevant data. The concern is a representation of the area of
interest that requires attention. A single feature or a collection of features describing an
area in the feature maps connected to apples may be the query for apple detection. A query
vector is created and then applied to every position in the input sequence. When compared
to the key vectors, all query vectors are utilized to calculate the attention scores. Keys can
represent either specific features that assist the model to recognize context, such as features
from surrounding objects or regions, or features from the whole input image. To calculate
the resemblance between queries and keys, key vectors are employed. If there is a lot of
similarity, it means that the related portions of the data input need to be addressed.

The value, in accordance with the attention mechanism, refers to the properties that
have been weighed and aggregated. The context of apple detection may benefit from
the features that provide specific information about the recognized apples or their sur-
roundings. Each attention head in the multi-head attention mechanism is in charge of
mastering a different selective attention pattern or capturing a different aspect of the input
material [38–40]. According to the calculated attention scores, value vectors are combined.
Higher attention ratings indicate that the model places greater trust in the associated values
when making predictions. Each attention head performs the computations for the query,
key, and value separately. The weighted sum of the associated value vectors is computed
using the attention results achieved from the SoftMax normalization. This weighted total,
which reflects the focused information, is the result of each query attention mechanism.
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The model can determine which areas of the images are important for identifying apples
by employing attention techniques. For instance, the attention mechanism could assist
the model in focusing on the visible parts of an apple if the apple is partially obscured by
another object, increasing detection accuracy. In contrast, queries, keys, and values work
together to create a multi-head attention mechanism that allows the model to dynamically
focus on different elements of the input data. This feature is especially useful for detecting
apples in complex scenarios.
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2.5. Box Prediction and Loss Function

The proposed YOLOv7 architecture neck module, which is defined above, is responsi-
ble of bounding box prediction. The ground truth of the bounding box is shown as W = (x1,
y1, x2, y2). With these coordinates [41], Equation (1) is applied to determine W boundaries,
as follows:

t x1 = log (sl(x+0.5)−x1)
rl

, t y1 = log (sl(y+0.5)−y1)
rl

,

t x2 = log (x2 −sl(x+0.5))
rl

, t y2 = log (y2 −sl(y+0.5))
rl

(1)

The ground truth boxes and projection coordinates are taken into account to calculate
the normalized offsets between the coordinates, where sl is the scaling factor, rl is the basic
scale, and the coordinates of the image (x, y) are subsequently mapped to the original picture
by applying down sampling. Using the log-space function at this point, we incorporate
regularization. Later, the loss function is trained using the smooth L1 loss function, and the
bounding box prediction is performed using Lreg. Through iterative optimization, the loss
function increases the accuracy of the target detection [42]. Classification and regression
are the two primary components of the target loss detector loss function. The classification
loss Lcls is among confidence, whereas the regression loss is in between the normalized
border and regression target. The loss function is articulated as follows in Equation (2):

L({psl}, {tl}) = Lcls + Lreg
1

Ncls
∑1 Lcls (psl , pl) + λ 1

Nreg
∑1 pl Lreg(ti , tl)

where =
{

pi t f pi = 1
1 − pi otherwise

, αs =

{
α i f pi = 1

1 − otherwise
and C =

{
1
∣∣tij − tij

∣∣ < 1
0 otherwise

(2)

Here, α is utilized to correct the positive and negative sample imbalance that results
from the target image having fewer samples than the overall image, i.e., there are fewer
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samples of apple images than there are of the complete images. As a result, the model
obtains accurate bounding boxes, which improves accuracy. The proposed focal loss
function aids in estimating the classification loss, and α function is utilized to balance
the effects of the proposed positive and negative loss functions. Additionally, it prevents
the samples from producing a dominant amount of classification loss. L1 loss is used for
estimating the regression loss in order to determine the bounding boxes, and β aids in
choosing the L1 or L2 loss function depending on the range of the loss. Furthermore, Nreg
and Ncls regularize these loss functions. In order to construct the final optimal model, the
overall loss L is propagated backward in a gradient way. In the process of apple detection,
YOLOv7 + MAM is trained to identify apples in pictures or videos. Bounding boxes and
class labels surrounding the identified apples, together with an estimate of their depth, will
be generated as output by the model.

2.6. ByteTrack

Multiple object tracking (MOT) is a vital computer vision task that involves recognizing
how various apples move over time in a video clip acquired from a drone. The objective
is to identify, locate, and track every apple in the video, even when they are partially or
entirely occluded by other elements of the scene.

Typically, there are two processes involved in multiple object tracking, object detection
and object association, as shown in Figure 7. With object detectors like Faster-RCNN or
YOLO, object detection is the process of recognizing all possible objects of interest within
the present frame. Object association is the method of connecting tracklets or objects
found in the current frame with their corresponding tracklets from earlier frames. Despite
significant advancements, MOT is still a difficult task. There are some crucial problems
that have prevented high-quality performance and contributed as the foundation for
current methods.
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The visual input itself may cause complications. For instance, a single object motion
and look can change significantly over the video sequence. Items in a scene can move
in a variety of directions and at varying speeds. They can also alter in shape or size, as
well as be completely or partially obscured by other objects. Several issues, such as object
ID swapping or assigning numerous tracklets to the same item, lead to MOT tracking
errors. Also, every apple object in the current frame must be consistently connected to its
equivalent object in the previous frame, and the tracking system should be able to handle
these deviations. A practical problem is the video inference speed while performing live
video inference on apple orchards.

In our case, relying simply on a detection model makes counting unreliable because
there is a significant chance the model may record numerous counts of identical apples if
they occur in subsequent frames. Duplicate counts will lead to more false positive cases,
which will reduce the model effectiveness and dependability for commercial application.
The counting strategy should therefore be based on a method that is not only reliant on
detections. So, a reliable method is to use an object tracking mechanism to follow each
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apple during the course of the video until the counter is incremented. According to the
tracking-by-detection paradigm, a multi-object tracker (MOT) keeps track of numerous
items of interest by detecting them in each time frame (t), connecting them to objects that
were present in the previous frame (t − 1), and predicting their position in the next frame,
(t + 1), thus tracking the items throughout time by repeating for each frame of the video
sequence. The state of the object is predicted and updated using a Kalman filter in basic
MOT methods like SORT [43], and the objects are associated using a Hungarian algorithm.
The result of the MOT is bounding boxes with an ID produced specifically for each object
to aid in object identification. However, these models may be prone to ID switching. As a
result, the multi-object tracking accuracy (MOTA) is measured to assess the MOT’s accuracy,
as shown in Equation (3):

MOTA = 1 − ∑t FNt + FPt + IDSt

∑t GTt
(3)

In this case, the terms FN, FP, IDS, and GT, respectively, refer to false negative, false
positive, ID switch, and ground truth counts.

Building of ByteTrack

ByteTrack can resolve this issue by employing a motion model that controls a queue,
called tracklets, to store the objects being tracked and conducts tracking and matching
among bounding boxes having low confidence values. The main advancement of ByteTrack
is the retention of non-background low confidence detection boxes, which are generally
destroyed after the initial filtering of detections, and the use of these low-score boxes for a
subsequent association phase [44,45]. Occluded detection boxes typically have confidence
ratings that are below the threshold but still contain some information about the objects,
giving them a better confidence score than background-only boxes. So, throughout the
association phase, it is still important to maintain track of these low confidence boxes.

After the detection phase, the detected bounding boxes are filtered with preset upper
and lower thresholds into high level of confidence boxes, low level of confidence boxes,
and background boxes. After this procedure, background boxes are eliminated, but low-
and high-confidence detection boxes are preserved for subsequent association stages. The
detection accuracy boxes of present frames are matched with estimated boxes from previous
frame tracklets (using Kalman filter) [46,47], which contain all active tracklets and lost
tracklets from current frames, in a manner similar to normal association stages from other
algorithms. The feature embeddings are matched using a simple IoU score or cosine
similarity score (using feature extractors such as DeepSORT, QDTrack, etc.) using nearest
neighbor distance and the Hungarian method or matching cascade [48,49]. Only if the
similarity score exceeds a predetermined match threshold is the linear allocation among
groups of bounding boxes confirmed. In the real implementation, mismatched high-score
detection boxes are matched with tracklets that have updates from a single image before
even being assigned to a new tracklet, as shown in Figure 8.

In the next step of association, the leftover unmatched predicted boxes of earlier
frames are compared against low-score detection boxes. As it makes sense that obscured
boxes should be less well linked to boxes from earlier frames, the matching method is
the same as the first association step; however, the matching threshold is scaled lower.
Unmatched detecting boxes are deleted, whereas unmatched prediction boxes are given
the label lost tracklets. Prior to Kalman filter prediction, the lost tracklets are stored for a
certain time of frames and added to the active tracklets. This enables the trackers to retrieve
certain tracklets that were lost as a result of objects briefly going completely missing for
a limited number of frames. The basic detector in the present work is YOLOv7. Users
can choose from a variety of matching measures among IoU and ReID, depending on the
characteristics of the datasets. The initial phase identification of high-score detections can
be performed using either IoU or ReID. ReID performs best on videos with low frame
rates or videos with noticeable frame-to-frame motion, whereas IoU is more trustworthy
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in extreme occlusion situations when ReID characteristics are unreliable. Consequently,
second phase association should always employ IoU as the matching criterion since we can
expect that low-score detection boxes will contain occluded apples with ReID features that
might not be accurate depictions of the objects.
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3. Results

The results of the suggested YOLOv7 + MAM architecture are shown in this section.
Using real-time videos and images of apple orchards, this model was tested. The suggested
method for apple tracking and detection was built with the Ubuntu 22.04 Linux operating
system with the aid of the PyTorch deep learning framework. The operating system was
installed with an Intel i7 processor, 24 GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090
linked to a 384-bit memory interface. The GPU operated at a rate of 1395 MHz. The Python
programming language was used to develop the entire model. This model used YOLOv7,
which was enhanced with a multi-head attention framework along with tracking using
ByteTrack, and each model’s performance was assessed with the aid of the CUDNN library
and CUDA toolkit. The entire experiment was run with an IoU threshold set at 0.75.

The processing time examined in the current study is the duration the algorithm takes
to analyze each frame of the drone-recorded input video stream. By contrast, memory
usage is the amount of GPU-enabled system memory required for algorithm execution.
The computational cost of our solution was calculated using a GPU-enabled computer
system. We built the algorithm in Python and used the OpenCV package to process images.
To determine the processing time, we measured the total execution time acquired by the
algorithm on the video frames. Using the Python ‘time’ package, we recorded the start and
end times of the processing pipeline and determined the average processing time per frame.
Memory usage was analyzed using the ‘memory_profiler’ Python library, which allowed
us to monitor the algorithm’s memory consumption throughout execution. We measured
peak memory consumption and averaged it across numerous iterations for a representative
measure. Our computational cost evaluation revealed a 20 millisecond average processing
time per frame and 2 millisecond standard deviation. Peak memory utilization during
algorithm running was found to be around 300 MB.
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3.1. Performance Assessment

The performance of the proposed approach was assessed using three indicators of
accuracy: precision, recall, and F1 score. The following Equation (4) was applied to compute
these parameters:

Pr =
TP

FP + TP
, Rec =

TP
TP + FN

, F1 − score =
2PrRec

Pr + Rec
(4)

where TP, FP, and FN represents the true positive, false positive, and false negative values.

3.2. Performance of Apple Detection

The results of the suggested approach to identify each apple in the picture are provided
in this section. The performance that was attained was compared with that of the remaining
models. To demonstrate the resilience of the suggested approach, we have considered
several variables that impact system performance, like variations in illumination. We
employed the PIL library in Python to account for changes in illumination, assigning a
0.5 factor for images with low brightness and 1.5 factor for pictures with high definition.
The comparative study of the suggested method in terms of recall, precision, and F1 score
for the original picture is shown in this section. The performance of the suggested approach
was compared to that of several existing systems, including Faster RCNN, AlexNet With
Faster RCNN, ResNet + FasterRCNN, YOLOv3, YOLOv5, YOLOv7, and finally with
YOLOv7 + MAM. Table 1 displays the comparison outcomes for the detection performance.

Table 1. Performance comparison for the original images and under different lighting conditions.

Original Images Illumination Variations

Detection Method Precision Recall F1 Score Precision Recall F1 Score

Faster RCNN 0.84 0.78 0.80 0.68 0.72 0.71
AlexNet + Faster RCNN 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.69 0.75 0.71
ResNet + FasterRCNN 0.87 0.64 0.74 0.72 0.75 0.72

YOLOv5 0.82 0.86 0.84 0.71 0.77 0.73
YOLOv7 0.83 0.91 0.86 0.82 0.85 0.84

YOLOv5 + MAM 0.88 0.94 0.92 0.85 0.91 0.87
YOLOv7 + MAM 0.92 0.96 0.95 0.87 0.93 0.89

Figure 9a illustrates a comparison bar chart of original images with the different
available methods and Figure 9b illustrates a comparison bar chart of illuminated images
with the different available methods. The performance of the proposed methodology
in detecting apples in live orchards is depicted in Figure 10. Figure 10a illustrates a
straightforward frame of apples from an input video that was shot by a drone. Figure 10b
presents the results of the detection of apples with YOLOv5 along with the multi-head
attention mechanism. Figure 10c demonstrates the outcome of the improved detection of
apples using YOLOv7 with the multi-head attention mechanism.

In comparison between the YOLOv5 + MAM model and YOLOv7 + MAM model, as
shown in Figure 10, the number of apples identified by the proposed model was enhanced
by comparing the output images. A few apples were undetectable and unidentifiable by the
previous models. This problem was completely resolved by the proposed YOLOv7 + MAM
model. Every apple had its depth displayed, which made it easier for us to see how far
apart the apples were from one another and from the drone’s spatial configurations. Taking
into account the depth, the basic three-dimensional image of the apple from a different
perspective would offer an estimate of apple yield. Increasing the localization accuracy
is feasible to deal with occlusions. The results of estimating depth and detecting every
potential apple are presented in the outputs. A few ground truth problems, such as
sunlight and shade, can be fixed by altering the confidence and non-maximum suppression
threshold. The model’s accuracy was tested under various illumination conditions, like low,
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normal, and high illumination, and the proposed model accuracy was optimal under all
conditions, as shown in Figure 11. Each bar represents a distinct environmental condition
and the rise of the bar signifies the model’s improved accuracy under varied conditions.
The obtained performance was compared with the other models’ performances. The agility
of the proposed architecture was demonstrated by evaluating a number of factors that
affect system performance, including noise, light change, and blurry images. Using a kernel
of (3 × 3), the Gaussian blur method was used in the blurriness stage.
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3.3. Performance of Apple Tracking

To evaluate the effectiveness of the multi-object tracking methods, we considered the
DeepSORT method and proposed the ByteTrack method for tracking and counting the
apples [50,51]. Regarding multi-object tracking, the approach suggested in this study used
deep learning. Therefore, it may be considered as an identical benchmark. In addition,
the effectiveness of multi-object tracking was evaluated by directly using the trained
YOLOv7 + MAM model for video detection. For the tracking and counting studies, three
apple videos were chosen, and the following Equation (5) for mean absolute percent error
(MAPE) was applied to compare the counting accuracy of the automated system with the
manually recorded results:

MAPE =
1
n∑n

i=1

∣∣∣∣∣Xi
t − Yi

t
Yi

t

∣∣∣∣∣ (5)

where Yi
t indicates the entire number of manually counted apples in the collected video

sequence, Xi
t shows the results of the apples counting process utilizing two multi-objective

tracking algorithms, n is the total number of videos that need to be recognized, and i
represents the current initial video. The choice of this indicator makes it feasible to observe
the general characteristics of the model visually. Table 2 presents the comparative results of
apple tracking and counting results using the methods DeepSORT and ByteTrack. The three
apple videos considered were apple video ID1, apple video ID2, and apple video ID3. The
video lengths of live inference of apples were 2.51 min, 1.48 min, and 0.41 s, respectively.
After video detection with the proposed model, the detected results were forwarded to
tracking using the ByteTrack algorithm. We employed the ByteTrack implementation with
the developed YOLOv7 + MAM detection model. In this proposed execution, a tracker
class was initiated, and appropriate tracks of the tracker instances were updated for every
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image in the video stream using the detections. Two formats were available for entering
the detection: [h1, g1, h2, g2, score] or [h1, g1, h2, g2, object_score, class_score, class_id]. A
set of active tracklets with attributes such as track_id, present frame bounding box, and
confidence score may be found in the output online targets. The performance comparison
is illustrated in Figure 12a,b with respect to the apple counting applied by the DeepSORT
and ByteTrack techniques.For unblemished transparency of the tracking count of apples,
only the count of tracking ID for each apple was displayed in the output, as shown in
Figure 13a–c. The output also displayed the count of the number of apples being tracked in
the left top corner of the video stream considered for the experiments at different intervals
of time.
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using proposed YOLOv7 + MAM.
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Table 2. Obtained experimental MAPE results of counting apples in live video inference.

Apple Video
ID

Manual Apple
Counting

Tracking Methods
Employed after YOLOv7 + MAM

Count Time in
Seconds

Number of
Counts MAPE

1 945
DeepSORT 182 996 0.053

Proposed Model + ByteTrack 170 964 0.026

2 550
DeepSORT 125 694 0.261

Proposed Model + ByteTrack 105 563 0.023

3 150
DeepSORT 45 280 0.866

Proposed Model + ByteTrack 30 164 0.093

All 1645
DeepSORT 352 1970 0.197

Proposed Model + ByteTrack 305 1691 0.027
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Figure 13. (a) The apple tracking results of Video ID1 after applyingYOLOv7 + MAM + ByteTrack;
(b) The apple tracking results of Video ID2 after applying YOLOv7 + MAM + ByteTrack; (c) The
apple tracking results of Video ID3 after applying YOLOv7 + MAM + ByteTrack.
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4. Discussion

Based on the results mentioned in Table 1, we observed that YOLOv7+ MAM demon-
strated a significant increase in overall performance along with enhancements in precision,
recall, and F1 score. The results presented here imply that including an attention mecha-
nism improves the capacity to recognize apples using YOLOv5 and YOLOv7. Interestingly,
adding the multi-head attention mechanism did not significantly alter the model’s size
impact on running speed. YOLOv7, nevertheless, performed better overall compared to the
YOLOv5 network. Deep neural networks can combine fruit graphs with various feature
distributions to enhance overall generalization performance in light of migration learning.
As a result, the prediction model may be built using several factors discovered by local-
ized migration learning. This study revealed that the multi-head attention mechanism’s
inclusion had no appreciable impact on the model’s size scale. This could be because the
attention mechanism additional layer deepened the model’s understanding of small objects
while adding little to the overall complexity of the computation. As a result, the model’s
size remained relatively high. This could facilitate model deployment by allowing the
compression to concentrate primarily on the optimization aspect of backbone network
pruning rather than the structure’s overall compression [52]. The primary benefit of this
method is labeling the apple center and not the bounding box. This is quite beneficial in
dense orchards. In addition to using cutting-edge technologies, YOLOv5 performed more
accurately than previous models [53]. However, low light, motion blur, and complex back-
grounds can affect how well these systems operate. We developed a novel deep learning
mechanism based on YOLOv7 and a multi-head attention mechanism to address these
issues. To address size changes, we implemented an attribute extension model operation
on top of this architecture. In distinguishing between mature and immature apples, size is
a critical aspect. Mature apples have larger diameters than immature ones. During training,
the model learned to distinguish ripe apples based on the average size of their bounding
boxes in the training sample. Therefore, the model implicitly learned a limit or range of per-
missible bounding box sizes for mature apples. When the model was applied for inference
on live videos, it used the previously learned criteria to assess if a detected apple was likely
to be a mature apple. If the bounding box associated with an object was inside the learned
threshold for matured apples, the model considered it a valid detection. However, if the
bounding box size was less than this criterion, signifying that the apple detected was most
likely an immature apple, the model did not consider it a valid detection. Determining
the three-dimensional location of every identified apple in the environment is essential for
apple detection, and here is where depth estimation comes into play. This may be used to
determine the distance between each apple and the camera. The YOLOv7 bounding boxes
and depth information were linked to provide the three-dimensional location data (x, y,
z) for every detected apple. ByteTrack used the identified apples’ 3D coordinates as the
starting point for tracking objects.

The counting results depicted that our suggested YOLOv7 + MAM + ByteTrack
tracking approach outperformed the DeepSORT tracking method. Given that the suggested
machine learning model produced the least amount of error, it was regarded as an efficient
model and had the lowest MAPE [54,55]. The proposed model tracking experiment was
performed on three different videos, and the consolidated MAPE applying DeepSORT was
0.197 and our proposed model attained a low MAPE of 0.027. The DeepSORT [56] technique
also provided almost near results, but the duplication of apples and background apples that
were not measured for the series of sequence counts made the model vulnerable. However,
ByteTrack along with the recommended detection method categorized the apples in the
foreground and background and included only the targeted apples in the count. When
bounding boxes of apples were recognized, DeepSORT employed the ReID identifying
model to link them across frames. If an apple could not be connected, SORT used the
Kalman filter’s predicted bounding box movements to link it between frames. It included
only the bounding boxes with relatively high confidence. On the contrary, ByteTrack
tracked the apples between frames solely by predicting their movements, using bounding
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boxes that were computed using the Kalman filter, eliminating the need for ReID. As a
result, it shared technical similarities with DeepSort’s Sort process. Nevertheless, dividing
the processing into two stages, the first procedure aimed at the boundaries of the boxes
having high confidence values and the second one with low confidence values, enhanced
the performance.

To enhance the tracker performance, specific hyper parameters were utilized, such
as MIN_THRESHOLD, which was set to 0.001 to retrieve nearly all detections. Bounding
boxes, which were regarded as background boxes, were further filtered in the current model
by a hard-coded background threshold set at 0.1. We could adjust MIN_THRESHOLD to
values greater than 0.1 if we require more precision in our detection. However, this could
exclude critical occluded object detection. To determine whether the threshold chosen
offers the right quality, we should qualitatively review the situation.

It should also be emphasized that counting apples and recognizing their positions are
two independent problems in the context of apple detection and tracking. The detection
and tracking approaches also require different algorithms. The detection phase refers to
the physical coordinates or bounding box of each apple within an image or video frame.
This challenge requires recognizing the existence of apples and precisely determining their
locations. From a technical aspect, detecting positions demands the creation of object
identification algorithms capable of not only identifying objects but also providing precise
spatial localization data. In terms of detecting apple positions, the algorithm’s purpose is
to provide bounding box coordinates for each discovered apple. These coordinates define
the exact geographical location and size of each apple in the scene.

The counting refers to determining the total number of apples in a given scene or
image. This assignment often entails identifying each apple and then adding it to the
count of the total. The ID generated for each individual bounding box for each apple is not
repeated. Each object is recognized with a unique ID in the live video captured by drone.
The primary goal of the counting apples algorithm is to identify whether each observed
apple object correlates precisely with the incremented ID number and the number of apples
counted in the scene.

The comparative analysis illustrates that the proposed integrated approach achieved
optimum performance even under different lightening conditions. Table 3 shows the time
complexity for the YOLOv5 and YOLOv7 models combined with DeepSORT and ByteTrack
at an mAP of 0.5 accuracy, including CPU and GPU time. The proposed approach resulted
in the best accuracy, with low CPU and GPU time.

Table 3. Analyzing the performance of time complexity of tested models.

Models Parameters
(Million)

Accuracy
(mAP 0.5)

CPU Time
(ms)

GPU Time
(ms)

YOLOv5 + MAM + DeepSORT 32.5 75.20 320 11.3
YOLOv7 + MAM + DeepSORT 24.6 79.32 220 9.1
YOLOv5 + MAM + ByteTrack 17.3 83.55 161 8.2
YOLOv7 + MAM + ByteTrack 11.5 92.35 71 6.4

To summarize the discussion, we found that the YOLOv7 + MAM detection head in
conjunction with the ByteTrack tracking algorithm produced the best experimental results.
The essential parameters for this approach are provided in Section 3. These findings suggest
that a multi-head attention mechanism can enhance the detector’s performance and that
processing images with ByteTrack can improve its efficacy in multi-object tracking. These
findings also provide a better framework for fruit counting research in the future. There
are a few factors that should be considered, like deployment of GPU in different farm fields
of apples that vary based on different geographical and growth environment conditions.
The research is low cost and the proposed systems are scalable, allowing monitoring of
orchards of all sizes, from small family farms to large commercial enterprises. Whether
tracking acres or thousands of hectares, the proposed model offers a versatile and scalable
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alternative for apple detection, depth estimate, and agricultural monitoring. The client
could obtain an exact count of the apples ready for harvest. Although color, shape, and size
are minimal factors as limitations, the speed of the drone and the detection and tracking
rate are major concerns that might affect the overall present fruit counting methodology. In
the future, we plan to integrate different attention mechanisms with the latest lightweight
models to attain a balance between speed and performance in fruit counting.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a YOLOv7 framework with a multi-head attention mecha-
nism integrated with a ByteTrack multi-object tracking system to detect and count apple
fruits in orchards. The results of our experiments demonstrated that the accuracy and
robustness of apple identification were significantly improved by combining YOLOv7
with a multi-head attention mechanism. Even with difficult lighting circumstances and a
variety of apple orientations, the model could successfully detect the apples along with
the depth estimation of each apple, which enabled determination of the distance between
each apple and the drone camera. Furthermore, ByteTrack for apple counting ensured
our system’s effectiveness. Apple counting was made simple and quick by seamlessly
integrating ByteTrack for apple detection and tracking. ByteTrack ensured that tracking
continued even if the apples moved, varied in appearance, or momentarily disappeared
from the drone’s vision. The method successfully dealt with occlusions and various sizes
of apples in the orchard, which helped to provide precise and accurate counting outcomes.
To verify the efficacy of our suggested model, we carried out comprehensive comparison
tests with many current detection and counting techniques. The outcomes demonstrated
how well the model performed in achieving the ideal balance between speed and precision,
which makes it an invaluable tool for precision agriculture. We believe that our work paves
the way for more developments in agricultural automation and establishes a solid basis for
future research on object recognition and counting in complicated contexts.
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